TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
to convey mystic powers of encouragement for a foreign lecturer
on literature, even though he could not have divined that in addition
she wrote on letter-paper headed OGNISKO POLISKLE (The
Polish Hearth) where she had the job of presiding socially and
maternally at our Allies' temporary home from home.
Most addresses, nowadays, have acquired a strangeness which
may pass when war has passed and our friends return to live at
Kenilworth or Cozy Nook or Kumfy Home, the Lodge or the
Manor or the Laurels, or 11, High Street or 63, Lancaster Road;
comfortable, commonplace, familiar addresses to us who live in
England—-(I could not help feeling when I went to Hollywood
that the Garden of Eden, which is an hotel, or Amor House, Orchid
Avenue, a block of apartments, were slighdy above my station).
Yet now when we are writing to our friends in the Services or on
official jobs, and addressing envelopes to a long string of letters
and numbers and then more letters and numbers, I could do with
something that had a little more of the Rose Briars, if not of the
orchidaceous touch; not yet having laid hold of that war-minded
spirit of the soldier in a newspaper Crazy Cartoon, who said with
a fatuous smile, clasping his best girl (in uniform) in cuddly fashion
round the waist: "Another tiling, Miss — I think 5767270 is such
a pretty number."
I expect her pretty name behind her pretty number was Gladys.
I may be self-conscious about my parents' choice of an unusual
name for their little daughter, but it still seems to me, in spite of
the modern spate of Joan and Pamela, Rosemary, Jill and Diana,
and the even more modern vogue which will lead to all girls of
to-morrow being hailed either as Jane or Ann, that Gladys is
imperishable and turns up as often as ever.
However, my fantastic war-time post-bag consoled me, a year
ago, by yielding up a complimentary letter from a little group of
Sioux telling me that a name had been given to me in the Sioux
language: WIYUKCANWIN; which means The Thinker (not
Rodin's), In case I should not know how to pronounce this,
always supposing that modesty permitted me to use it instead of
Gladys, they added the key:
i as in police,    u as in rwle,   c as in check.
a as in fother (but in this case nasalized)
a: indicates the n is not completed.
Furthennore, a coloured portrait was enclosed of myself, head
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